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The inflatable buffer landing system, such as the airbag, has been widely used for deep space exploration as a low-cost entry. The
impact performance of an airbag landing attenuation system on Mars had to be proven through cushion testing on Earth. In this
paper, a design method for the airbag landing attenuation system on Earth is proposed based on similarity relation. With this
method, the impact response of the spherical airbag landing attenuation system is derived based on assumptions, and the
principal factors have great influence on the impact response of the landing system have been proved. Then, the similarity
relation between the full-scale airbag landing attenuation system in the Martian atmosphere and its Earth prototype is obtained
through theoretical derivation. Finally, the proposed similarity relationship has been tested on several ground prototypes by
FEA. The results of the study show that the Earth prototype by the developed design method is capable of predicting the impact
response with good accuracy.

1. Introduction

The safety of the landing attenuation system of an interstellar
probe is one of the most important technologies for deep
space exploration. In order to ensure a successful landing
and guarantee the reliability of the carried equipment, the
design of a suitable landing attenuation system is necessary.
Among all the existing landing attenuation systems, the
airbag is the most widely used with wide adaptability.
Hence, there have been several successful applications such
as the “Mars Pathfinder,” “Spirit,” and “Opportunity”
based on the omnidirection nonvented airbag landing
attenuation system [1–3]. This kind of attenuation system
is not sensitive to the orientation of the payload on landing,
and it allows successful landings on a wider range of surfaces
or under difficult conditions [4].

It is well known that the method to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the airbag systems can be classified into two main
groups: seeking the aid of finite element analysis programs
designed for attenuation system or carrying out impact tests
by prototype directly. For the former, there are plenty of

dynamics simulations that are presented. He et al. [5]
investigated an impact FE model for an airbag landing buffer
system. Timmers et al. [6] carried out simulation and exper-
imental studies surrounding a second generation of the
airbag design developed by ILC Dover, building off of rele-
vant first-generation design, analysis, and testing efforts.
Wang et al. [7] analyzed the deployment and buffer process
of the airbag system using FE based on a single-point Gauss-
ian integral to improve the calculation efficiency. Compared
to simulation methods, impact tests are more reliable to
verify the effectiveness of the airbag system in actual work
environment. Hence, numerous researchers have tried to
characterize the performance of the inflatable landing atten-
uation system using impact tests [8–10]. Stein and Sandy [11]
performed the impact testing at NASA’s Plum Brook SPF
and B2 Facilities. The Martian atmosphere (such as pressure,
temperature, and gravity) was simulated, and an adjustable
impact platform was used to allow different impact angles.
Waye and Cole [12] conducted several freefall tests at several
representative velocities in Sandia’s High Altitude Chamber
to demonstrate the structural integrity of the designed airbag
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system. The results showed that the airbag impact attenua-
tion design could protect the lander upon impact with the
Martian surface.

However, the atmosphere of Mars is quite different
from that of Earth; how to design the prototypes of the
inflatable landing attenuation system and how to estimate
impact response of the full-scale inflatable attenuation sys-
tem in the Martian atmosphere using the impact response
of the prototype in the Earth’s atmosphere are vital for
space exploration tasks. To overcome these two problems,
it is necessary to research the similarity of the impact
response for the deep space exploration inflatable landing
attenuation system. Although considerable research has
been devoted to dynamic similarity of structural aeroelastic
characteristics [13–15], considerably less attention has
been paid to similarity of the impact response of inflatable
landing attenuation.

In this paper, the similarity between the impact
responses of the deep space exploration inflatable cushion
landing system and its prototype is discussed. In Section 2,
the impact response of the inflatable landing cushion sys-
tem with the parameters is derived; the similarities of the
impact response are proposed in Section 3. In Section 4,
the impact response of the full-scale inflatable landing
attenuation system in the Martian atmosphere is estimated
using the derived similarity relationships and the impact
response of its Earth prototypes. Finally, the estimated
results are validated by some numerical examples.

2. Dynamic Equations of the Inflatable
Landing System

Consider that the nonvented spherical airbag contains n
moles of gas. The gas inside the airbag is regarded as
the ideal gas and can be described by using the ideal gas
equation:

ne γ − 1ð Þ = PV , ð1Þ

where e is the gas specific internal energy, n is the mass of
air in the airbag, γ is the Gamma constant, V is the gas
volume, and P is the internal pressure.

Given that the mass of the lander on the top of the
nonvented airbag is m, the ambient pressure is Pe and the

additional stiffness of the airbag is k. For simplicity, the pos-
itive direction of the lander’s displacement is set as upward
and normal to the landing surface. The mass of the gas con-
tained in the airbag is neglected.

During the landing process, the contact between the bot-
tom of the airbag and the landing surface is continuous, and
the lateral expansion of the airbag and the effect of the varia-
tion of the contact area are also neglected; the deformation of
the airbag cross-section is shown in Figure 1.

Setting the equilibrium position as the initial position, at
time t, the displacement of the lander is u. Based on the above
assumptions, using the second law of Newton, the equation
of movement describing the lander can be written as

m€u + Pe − Pð ÞS + ku − f0 =mg, ð2Þ

where S is the contact area between the lander and the airbag
and f0 is the support force exerted on the lander by the fabric
at equilibrium position.

Assume the initial parameters of the airbag before con-
tact with landing surface as follows: the initial gas specific
internal energy inside the airbag is e0, the initial volume of
the airbag is V0, the initial internal pressure is P0, and the ini-
tial radius of the spherical airbag is R0. During that period,
the landing system is in a state of freefall so the acceleration
of the lander is equal to the gravitational acceleration.

Regarding the initial deformation of the spring as the ori-
gin point, then

Pe − P0ð ÞS = f0: ð3Þ

As shown in Figure 1, the cross-section length of the air-
bag during the buffering process is assumed to be constant.
Hence,

l = 2πR0: ð4Þ

Then, we can conclude as follows at any time:

l = π 2R0 − uð Þ + 4r: ð5Þ

Combining Equations (4) and (5), we can draw that
r = πu/4.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of geometric changes in the spherical airbag cushioning process.
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After the airbag makes contact with the landing surface,
the volume of the gas inside the airbag at any time can be
expressed as

V = π 2R0 + uð Þ πu
4

� �2
+ π2 πu

4
� �

2R0 +
u
2

� �2
+ 4
3π R0 +

u
2

� �3
: ð6Þ

Substituting Equation (6) into Equation (1), the internal
pressure of the airbag is obtained:

P = ne0 γ − 1ð Þ
V

: ð7Þ

Thus, the internal pressure inside the airbag is a function
which has a single variable, the displacement u.

Using the Taylor expansion at the initial position, where
u = 0, the internal pressure can be expressed as

P = 3ne0 γ − 1ð Þ
4πR3

0
+ 9ne0 γ − 1ð Þ 8 − π2� �

64πR4
0

u +Ο u2
� �

: ð8Þ

Moreover,

V0 =
4πR3

0
3 : ð9Þ

Substituting Equation (9) into Equation (8) and omitting
the items higher than the second order

P = ne0 γ − 1ð Þ
V0

1 + 3 8 − π2� �
16R0

u
� �

: ð10Þ

Substituting Equation (10) into Equation (2), the
equation of movement can be written as

m€u + PeS −
ne0 γ − 1ð Þ

V0
1 + 3 8 − π2� �

16R0
u

� �
S + ku − f0 =mg: ð11Þ

At the initial moment, the internal pressure is

P0 = P 0ð Þ = ne0 γ − 1ð Þ
V0

: ð12Þ

Substituting Equation (12) into Equation (11), and
then combining Equation (3), the simplified equation of
movement can be expressed as

m€u + 3 π2 − 8
� �
16R0

P0S + k
� �

u =mg: ð13Þ

For the inflatable landing system, the support force is
almost entered by the gas contained in the airbag. The
additional stiffness of the airbag is related to the lateral
expansion during the compression and usually satisfies

k≪
3 π2 − 8
� �
16R0

P0S: ð14Þ

So Equation (13) can be simplified as

m€u + 3 π2 − 8
� �
16R0

P0Su =mg: ð15Þ

From Equation (15), we can get the natural frequency
of the system:

ω =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3 π2 − 8ð Þ
16R0m

P0S

s
: ð16Þ

Given that at the moment when the contact begins,
the lander has the following initial condition:

u 0ð Þ = 0,
_u 0ð Þ = v0:

ð17Þ

Then, the displacement response of the lander can be
calculated as

u = v0
ω

sin ωt + g
ω2 1 − cos ωtð Þ: ð18Þ

Differentiating u yields

_u = v0 cos ωt +
g
ω

sin ωt, ð19Þ

€u = −ωv0 sin ωt + g cos ωt: ð20Þ
Alternatively, Equation (20) can be written as

€u =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ωv0ð Þ2 + g2

q
sin ωt + φð Þ, ð21Þ

where tan φ = g/ωv0.
For most airbag landing attenuation systems, for the rela-

tionship where ωv0 ≫ g is assured, €u can be approximately
expressed as

€u ≈ v0ω sin ωt: ð22Þ

Thus, we can get the maximum landing impact accelera-
tion:

€umax = v0ω = v0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3 π2 − 8ð Þ
16R0m

P0S

s
= c0v0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P0S
R0m

s
, ð23Þ

where c0 =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3ðπ2 − 8Þ/16p

. From Equation (23), it is obvious
that the peak overloading of the landing system is related to
several factors, such as the landing velocity, the mass of the
lander, the internal pressure of the airbag, the gas volume
inside the airbag, and the contact area. Besides, Equation
(23) can also be used to offer some reference to the design
of the inflatable landing attenuation system.
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Omitting the subscripts in Equation (23) for simplicity, it
can be expressed as

€umax = vω = c0v

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PS
Rm

r
: ð24Þ

3. Dynamic Similarities

From Equation (24), the maximum accelerations of the
prototypes and the full-scale landing system can be
expressed as

aP = c0vP

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PPSP
RPmP

s
,

aF = c0vF

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PFSF
RFmF

s
,

ð25Þ

where aP is the maximum acceleration of the
prototype under a certain environment and aF is the
maximum acceleration of the full-scale landing system
under real Martian environment; the subscripts “P”
and “F” represent the prototype and the full-scale
model, respectively.

The ratio of aP and aF is

aP
aF

= vPωP
vFωF

= vP/vFð Þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
SP/SF

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PP/PF

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mP/mF

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
RP/RF

p : ð26Þ

Considering that the ground prototype and the full-scale
inflatable system have the same landing velocity, λ, h, and η
are the geometric ratio, initial internal pressure ratio, and
mass ratio of the two models, respectively. All the parameters
have the following relationships:

RP = λRF,
SP = λ2SF,
PP = hPF,
mP = ηmF:

ð27Þ

Substituting Equation (27) into Equation (26), the ratio
of aP and aF can be expressed as

aP
aF

=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
hλ
η

s
: ð28Þ

The above equation gives the relationship between the
maximum accelerations of the ground prototype and the
full-scale inflatable landing system during the landing.

With Equation (22), the moment when the acceleration
becomes maximum can be obtained as

t = π

2ω : ð29Þ

Similarly, the relationship between the moments when
accelerations of the ground prototype and the full-scale
inflatable landing system become maximal during the land-
ing process can be expressed as

tP
tF

= ωF
ωP

=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
η

hλ

r
: ð30Þ

4. Discussions on the Similarities of Inflatable
Landing System in the Martian Atmosphere

Based on the relationships discussed above, one can try to
design the ground prototype of the inflatable system using
the full-scale inflatable landing system in the Martian
atmosphere. In this paper, two approaches as follows are
considered.

(a) Setting the geometric ratio of the prototype and the
full-scale system to be the ratio of the accelerations
of gravity on Mars and Earth

λ = gF
gP

= 0:38: ð31Þ

Assuming the ratio of the initial internal pressure of the
two models to be h, the mass ratio of the two models η is
designed to be

η = hλ3: ð32Þ

For the prototype designed as above, using Equation
(28), once the maximum acceleration aP and the corre-
sponding moment tP during the landing procedure are
obtained, the maximum acceleration aF and the corre-
sponding moment tF of the full-scale inflatable landing
system in the Martian atmosphere can be calculated as

aF = λaP,

tF =
tP
λ
:

ð33Þ

(b) First, determine the mass of the prototype based on
the practical experiment condition, then set the ini-
tial internal pressure ratio to be h; the geometric ratio
of the two models is then designed to be

λ = η

h
: ð34Þ

Combining Equations (34) and (28), when the max-
imum acceleration aP and the corresponding
moment tP during the landing process are obtained
from drop tests, the maximum acceleration aF and
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the corresponding moment tF of the full-scale inflat-
able landing system in the Martian atmosphere can
be calculated as

aF = aP,
tF = tP:

ð35Þ

5. Numerical Examples

For the two impact dynamic models of the landing system,
the response calculated by a nonlinear transient finite
element analysis program MSC.Dytran is regarded as the
accurate results to verify the results obtained using dynamic
similarity. The difference is that the former is in line with
the theoretically derived spherical airbag model, while the
latter buffer system, as the well-known Mars Pathfinder
System, uses a spherical-like configuration, and its geometry
is more complex.

5.1. Example I. The full-scale inflatable landing attenuation
system in the Martian atmosphere is regarded as the refer-
ence system. The inflatable system consists of four spherical
airbags with a radius of 480 millimeters, the mass of the
landing attenuation systems is 50 kg, the initial internal
pressure of the airbag is 3200Pa, the Martian gravity is
3.72m/s2, and the landing velocity of the system is 5m/s.

MSC.Dytran was used to compute the impact overload-
ing for the inflatable landing buffer system for the FE model,
where rigid elements were used to model the landing attenu-
ation systems and the membrane elements were used to
model the airbag fabric. The connection between the airbag
and the lander is simulated by sharing nodes of local ele-
ments. The air contained within the bags was assumed to
behave as an adiabatic, isentropic ideal gas, with uniform
pressure and temperature throughout the airbag before
impact. The master-slave contact algorithm was used to sim-
ulate the interaction between the airbag model and the rigid
landing surface. The developed FE model for the inflatable
landing buffer system is shown in Figure 2. In this section,
three different prototypes were considered; the specific scale
factors are shown in Table 1.

According to the parameters listed in Table 1, the model
parameters of the ground prototypes were calculated from
Equation (27). For prototype I, the gravity equals to
3.72m/s2, the same as the Martian gravity. According to the
scale factors, the gravity for model II and model III was
9.80m/s2, equal to Earth’s gravity. Based on the relationships

given in Table 1, the mechanical characteristics of the proto-
type can be obtained as shown in Table 2.

Except the parameters shown in Table 1, the three FE
models of the prototypes were the same as the full-scale
model and so was the landing velocity. Assuming that the
simulation results obtained from the full-scale model can
reflect the real landing process in the Martian atmosphere,
the maximum impact overloading and its corresponding
moment could be regarded as the correct value.

According to Equation (34), the maximum impact
overloading, the peak times, and the pulse width of the full-
scale model in the Martian atmosphere can be calculated
using the data obtained from the scaled models, and the
results were called estimation results of the scaled models.
The errors between the estimation results using the scaled
models and the full-scale model were defined as ε = j f − �f j/
�f × 100%. Figure 3 compares the impact overloading curves
of the full-scale model and the three prototype models before
and after transformation by Equation (33). Meanwhile, we
compare the prototype prediction results at peak overloading
value, peak times, and pulse width in Table 3. It is seen from
Figure 3 and Table 3 as follows:

(1) We compare the prototype prediction results at peak
overloading value and peak times in Table 3, where
“g” was set as 9.80m/s2. Since the landing impact
overload of the model in Table 3 is greater than envi-
ronmental gravity, it can be concluded that neglect-
ing the influence of the ambient gravity is acceptable

(2) The difference of the prototype predictive ability is
closely related to the full-scale system. For example,
the error in the peak overloading for prototypes I
and III does not exceed 2.5%; however, it sharply
increases to around 7.3% for prototype II. A similar
trend is seen for the error of peak times and pulse
width for prototypes I, II, and III. So we conclude that
the prototype based on models I and III can give a
better estimation of the impact overloading for the
full-scale inflatable landing system in the Martian
atmosphere

(3) The influence of the additional stiffness of the airbag
is the first reason for the errors; neglecting the

x
y

z

Figure 2: FE model of inflatable cushion system.

Table 1: Scale factors of the prototypes.

Case n λ

Prototype I 2.0 1.0

Prototype II 1.0 0.38

Prototype III 2.0 0.38

Table 2: Mechanical characteristics of the prototypes.

Case R (mm) m (kg) p0 (Pa)

Prototype I 480 100.0 6400.0

Prototype II 182.4 2.744 3200.0

Prototype III 182.4 5.487 6400.0
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nonlinear influence during the compression of the
airbag is the second one. Both the Taylor expansion
of the internal pressure around the equilibrium posi-
tion and the lateral expansion coefficients could have
influence on the impact responses of the landing sys-
tem. As shown in Table 3, the pressure in prototypes I
and III is higher than in prototype II. Obviously, the
higher initial pressure, the more accurate the approx-
imation for Equation (14), which leads to solutions
that are closer to reality

5.2. Example II. Similar to example I, a full-scale impact FE
model of the inflatable landing attenuation system (“Mars
Pathfinder” shown in Figure 4) in the Martian atmosphere
has been formulated. The mass of the landing attenuation
systems is 150 kg, the initial internal pressure of the airbag
is 3200Pa, the landing velocity of the system is 17.3m/s,

and the atmosphere parameters are the same as the model
used in example I.

The mass of the Earth prototype is 60.0 kg, the radius of
the spherical airbag is 0.529m, and the initial internal pres-
sure is 3200Pa. Figure 5 gives the comparison of the over-
loading between the prototype and the full-scale model. We
found that the calculated peak overloading of the prototype
is 46.03 g, and the peak time is 0.1930 s.

Based on Equation (29), the ratios between the two
models are as follows: h = 1:0, λ = 0:735, and η = 0:4. Accord-
ing to the similarity relationships showed in Equations (28)
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Figure 3: Comparison of the overloading.

Table 3: Comparison of the overloading for the full-scale system and the prototype.

Case Peak overloading (g) Error (%) Peak times (s) Error (%) Pulse width (s) Error (%)

Full scale 31.44 — 0.0298 — 0.058 —

Prototype I 30.89 1.7 0.0292 2.0 0.063 8.6

Prototype II 88.83 7.3 0.026 12.7 0.061 5.2

Prototype III 84.84 2.5 0.0284 6.4 0.0596 2.8
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+

Figure 4: Model of the Mars Pathfinder airbags.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the overloading between the full-scale
system and the prototype.
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and (30), the ratio coefficients of the peak overloading and its
peak times can be calculated as

aP
aF

=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
hλ
η

s
= 1:36,

tP
tF

=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
η

hλ

r
= 0:738:

ð36Þ

Using the above ratio coefficients and the impact results
of the prototypes, the impact result of the full-scale model
can be estimated, and the impact overloading is compared
in Table 4. We found that the errors of peak value, peak
times, and pulse width are just 9.48%, 1.43%, and 0.92%,
respectively, which means the similarity relationships pro-
posed in the paper are acceptable.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the peak overloading of the inflatable landing
system was derived from the equilibrium equation of the
lander based on some assumptions. It was found that the
landing velocity, the mass of the lander, the initial internal
pressure, the gas volume, and the contact area are all essential
to the peak overloading. The relationship derived here can be
a reference for the design of the inflatable landing attenuation
system.

Based on the similarity relationship, a method to estimate
the impact response of the full-scale inflatable landing system
in the Martian atmosphere using the simulated data of the
ground prototype was proposed.

Several prototypes were designed based on different
design ideas. The results of the numerical examples illus-
trated the validity of the proposed similarity relationship.
The model which can represent the impact response of the
full-scale inflatable landing attenuation system in the Mar-
tian atmosphere was also given.
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